The proportion of transfused red blood cells (RBCs) that remain in circulation is an important surrogate marker of transfusion efficacy and contributes to predict the potential benefit of a transfusion process. Over the last 50 years, most of the transfusion recovery data were generated by chromium-51 ( 51 Cr)-labeling studies and were predominantly performed to validate new storage systems and new processes to prepare RBC concentrates. As a consequence, our understanding of transfusion efficacy is strongly dependent on the strengths and weaknesses of 51 Cr labeling in particular. Other methods such as antigen mismatch or biotin-based labeling can bring relevant information, for example, on the long-term survival of transfused RBC. These radioactivity-free methods can be used in patients including from vulnerable groups. We provide an overview of the methods used to measure transfusion recovery in humans, compare their strengths and weaknesses, and discuss their potential limitations. Also, based on our understanding of the spleen-specific filtration of damaged RBC and historical transfusion recovery data, we propose that RBC deformability and morphology are storage lesion markers that could become useful predictors of transfusion recovery. Transfusion recovery can and should be accurately explored by more than one method. Technical optimization and clarification of concepts is still needed in this important field of transfusion and physiology.
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Keywords: transfusion recovery, red blood cell, spleen, red blood cell morphology, red blood cell deformability, storage lesion iNtrODUctiON Each year, more than 85 million red blood cells (RBCs) units are transfused worldwide. This deman ding human and organizational task is conducted by national or local organizations. Collection, transformation, storage (for a maximum of 35-49 days), and distribution of blood products are tightly quality controlled, most commonly at the national level. In industrialized countries, most of the transfused RBCs are stored as red cell concentrates (RCC), from which plasma, platelets, and leukocytes have been almost entirely removed, usually using centrifugation and/or leukoreduction filters.
The objective of an RCC transfusion is to increase the oxy genation capacity of the recipient by increasing the number of functional RBC in circulation. Improvement in tissue oxygena tion following transfusion is arguably the most relevant marker of transfusion efficacy but measuring it is technically and logistically challenging in patients and impossible in healthy volunteers in whom tissue oxygenation is not altered. Measuring the propor tion of RBCs that remain in circulation after transfusion thus appears as a suitable surrogate marker to evaluate the efficacy of a transfusion. That a reasonable proportion of transfused RBC stays in circulation for long enough to operate the expected cor rection is indeed a prerequisite for transfusion efficacy.
Early studies have identified that, after storage, a variable proportion of transfused RBC is removed from the circulation in the first 24 h following transfusion (1) . Then, the remaining transfused RBCs have a normal survival. Although the longterm survival of RBC is an important parameter to evaluate transfusion efficacy, most studies have focused on the measure of the 24 h transfusion recovery.
Several techniques have been developed and used in the last 100 years to measure transfusion recovery. Transfusion recovery using chromium51 ( 51 Cr) labeling is now a regulation criterion to license new storage systems or RCC preparation processes by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). The FDA threshold to approve a preparation and storage process of RBC is a maximum 1% in vitro hemolysis and a 24 h in vivo recovery of at least 75% after reinfusion of autologous 51 Crlabeled RBC in healthy volun teers, at the limit of storage (2) . The 51 Crlabeling technique was first used in the early 1950s and became the gold standard in the 1970s when the International Committee for Standardization in Hematology (3) proposed it as the reference technique. The use of a standardized protocol is essential to compare studies distant in space or time. Over the last 50 years, most of the transfusion recovery data were generated by 51 Crlabeling studies, mostly to validate new storage systems and RCC preparation processes. As a consequence, our understanding of transfusion efficacy strongly depends on the strengths and weaknesses of 51 Cr labe ling. However, other methods have been developed and validated, the advantages and limitations of which deserve careful analysis.
We will provide a brief overview of the methods used to measure transfusion recovery in humans. We will compare their strengths and weaknesses and critically analyze their potential limitations. Also, based on our understanding of the spleenspecific filtration of damaged RBC, we will discuss the relevance of storage lesion markers to predict transfusion recovery. We will finally discuss the current state of knowledge in the RBC transfusion field and propose future directions. Animal studies published in the recent years on this topic are beyond the scope of this analysis.
MetHODs UseD FOr trANsFUsiON recOverY stUDies
Differential Agglutination (DA)
Differential agglutination was the first method used to measure transfusion recovery of a complete RCC (1, 4) . In the 24 h posttransfusion blood sample, RBCs from the donor or the recipient are agglutinated with an appropriate antiserum, and the remaining RBCs are counted (5, 6) . Similarly, an automated DA technique was developed where agglutinates are removed automatically and the remaining hemoglobin is quantified colorimetrically (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . The "100%" initial point is calculated from the prediction of the recipient's normal blood volume (using its height and weight). Alternatively, the initial point can be obtained from an estimation of the recipient's red cell volume using radioactive labeling of "fresh" RBC. Cr (14) and injected to the recipient (most of the time the donor himself) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . RBC recovery is quantified after transfusion by taking a blood sample at early time points (5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, and 15 min) and 24 h after injection. In each sample, a radioactivity count number is acquired, and the initial point is extrapolated by linear regression. Alternatively, transfusion recovery can be evaluated using the technetium99 ( Cr doublelabeling technique (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) . In this method, the recipient's RBC volume is first evalu ated using a known amount of "fresh" RBC labeled with Cr were also used in older studies) (44) (45) (46) , which is then used to calculate transfusion recovery. Similarly, 51 Cr labeling can be associated with 125 Ilabeled albumin to evaluate the recipient's plasma volume, which is then used in the calculation of transfu sion recovery (35, (46) (47) (48) . A reduced transfusion recovery was observed in some studies (34, 46, 48) that compared the double labeling with the singlelabeling method. This is probably due to an undervaluation of the very shortterm component of survival when using the singlelabel method (since some RBCs are rapidly removed from the circulation in the very first minutes following injection) and suggests that the doublelabel method is worth the extra complexity.
Biotinylation
Red blood cells from a donor (5-30 ml) are labeled with biotin and injected to the recipient. RBC recovery is usually quantified after transfusion by taking a blood sample at an early time point (10 min) and 24 h after injection (49, 50) . Fluorescent labeling of biotinylated RBC and flow cytometry detection quantify the proportion of transfused RBC. By labeling RBC with different densities of biotin, it is possible to evaluate the recovery of up to three RBC populations in the same recipient. Care must be taken to avoid too high concentrations of biotin since it has been cor related with increase of transfused RBC clearance and antibiotin antibodies in the recipient (51) . A GMP grade biotin is now avail able and could be used in countries where radioactive labeling procedures are not authorized (52) . This method theoretically allows the determination of transfused RBC characteristics.
Minor Antigen Mismatch
In the minor antigen mismatch method, an antibody directed against a minor antigen (e.g., Fy), which differs between the donor and the recipient, is used to determine, by flow cytometry, the proportion of transfused RBC in the 24 h posttransfusion sample (53, 54) . No manipulation of the transfused RBC is necessary, and recovery is evaluated after the transfusion of a complete RCC, but the measure is dependent on the prediction of the recipient blood volume (from its height and weight). Theoretically, the characteristics of transfused RBC can be observed after transfusion.
increase in Blood counts
A simple method to evaluate transfusion recovery is to measure the increase in blood count (hemoglobin level or hematocrit) between a pretransfusion sample and posttransfusion samples (55) (56) (57) (58) . Limitations from such a method include the limited accuracy of the blood count measure and the unknown recipient's blood volume (and its variable response to transfusion) that both contribute to the inaccuracy of the measure.
LiMitAtiONs OF eXistiNG recOverY stUDies
Strengths and weaknesses of the different methods are summa rized in Table 1 . One of the potential bias of the chromium or biotinylation techniques stems from the labeling protocol neces sary to perform these studies. In the normal transfusion setup, RBCs are transfused to the recipient directly from the bag while in these two methods, RBCs are manipulated, centrifuged, and incubated in PBS or saline solution. It is conceivable that these steps modify labeled RBC in a way that affects their ability to stay in circulation, although a recent study showed that some RBC properties are only slightly modified by the biotinylation protocol (59) . The situation is different with DA and minor antigen mis match, as these techniques do not require any RBC manipulation before transfusion, thereby eliminating this potential source of artifact.
Another potential limitation of the accuracy of the 51 Cr or biotinylation techniques is the infusion of a relatively small vol ume (5-30 ml) of RBC rather than a complete RCC. Transfusion recovery may indeed be influenced by the volume of transfused RBC. To explore this possibility and mimic more closely a com plete RCC transfusion, 51 Crlabeled or biotinylated RBC could be cotransfused with the rest of the RCC. One study (60) reported a lower transfusion recovery of an entire unit (using automated DA) when compared with a 10-30 ml transfusion volume (using 51 Cr labeling). However, it is not possible to ascertain that the "volume of transfusion" was responsible for this difference since other potential factors related to the method used to quantify transfusion recovery method (automated DA vs 51 Cr) may have impacted the observation. The exact clearance mechanism(s) of potentially damaged RBC stored for many weeks are not well known. To what extent transfusion recovery data using a small amount of RBC accurately predict the outcome of a complete-or massive-RCC transfusion remains therefore an open question.
To reduce the risk of adverse events including transmis sion of infectious diseases, most of the transfusion recovery studies are conducted using autologous transfusion of stored RBC to healthy volunteers. In this setup, conditions of transfu sion are probably appropriate to evaluate storage and donor effects. However, they do not take into consideration the pos sible complex interaction between damagedstored RBC and potential recipient specificities related to its physiopathologi cal condition. Along this line, it has been shown that survival of transfused RBC is abnormally low in some thalassemia patients with splenomegaly (61). Normal survival was restored following splenectomy suggesting that the spleen is where most RBCs that were no longer present in the circulation 24 h after transfusion had been retained. This is an example of how the medical condition of the recipient can impact transfusion recovery.
stOrAGe (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) . These studies have shown that transfusion of RCC stored for a short period does not reduce in hospital morbidity or mortality in adult and children transfused for acute anemia. The "standard of care" collection and storage processes thus appear to be currently adequate when (accurately) assessed on clinical endpoints. However, these complex prospec tive clinical studies assessing predominantly safety may be dif ficult to conduct in some cohorts, such as chronically transfused patients, where the longterm impact of transfusions may be even more relevant. In addition, clinical studies of safety did not specifically examine the effect of transfusing RCC stored for a long period (more than 35 days) and did not directly address the efficacy of the procedure. This evaluation could be important in light of the welldocumented RBC alterations that accumulate during hypothermic storage (67) . The clinical relevance of this storage "lesion" to predict the efficacy and safety of the transfu sion for the recipient is still a matter of controversy but suggests that RBC quality does not remain stable during storage.
It has been assumed that the decrease in transfusion recov ery related to storage is due to RBC damages that accumulate after several weeks of storage. Studies performed more than 50 years ago have shown indeed that the extent of the storage lesion increases with storage duration while transfusion recovery decreases accordingly (5, 8, 10, 45) . Few studies have directly explored the correlation between in vitro markers of storage lesion and in vivo recovery. In these studies, three markers (intra cellular ATP, deformability, and morphology) have been shown to correlate with transfusion recovery (Box 1). The proportion of RBC removed from circulation (calculated from transfusion recovery) could correspond to the proportion of RBC, damaged during the storage process, which are over a recipient "clearance threshold. " If this assumption is correct, an optimal marker of storage lesion should identify and quantify the subpopulation of RBC that undergoes early premature clearance.
The spleen has a specific filtering function that operates the clearance of damaged or senescent RBC from the circulation. Knowledge on the spleen filtration process is therefore relevant to understand transfusion recovery. spleen Filtration capacity
In the splenic circulation, RBCs engage into two parallel pathways, the fast or slow microcirculations (71) . In the fast and "closed" microcirculation, RBCs remain in endothelialized pathways and transit from arterioles to the venous sinus lumen through pathways in the perifollicular zone (72) . In the slow and "open" microcirculation, RBCs navigate in tortuous microcirculatory beds of the red pulp, devoid of endothelium, before returning to the venous circulation by squeezing through 1 to 2μmwide slits between endothelial cells in the wall of sinuses (71, 73) . Macrophages account for approximately half the volume of the cords, and their abundance facilitates direct RBC-macrophage interactions (71) . The spleen likely contributes through one or more of these mechanisms to the clearance of transfused RBC.
surface area (79) . Retention was almost complete when more than 17.5% of surface area had been lost. There is therefore a "splenic clearance threshold" that senses biomechanical and morphological changes of RBC which has also been determined by modeling in silico (75) . Deformability and morphology of transfused RBC are expected to be very important determinants of transfusion recovery.
cONcLUsiON
Recovery of autologous RBC in healthy nonanemic recipients using 51 Cr labeling, 24 h after transfusion, is the method usu ally performed to determine the validity of the RCC prepara tion/storage processes. When examining transfusion recovery studies, we identified three parameters, namely transfusion volume, labeling protocol and the recipient pathophysi ological state that have been underevaluated and may impact the determination of transfusion recovery. For example, monocytes and macrophages, that possess a limited clearance capacity (80), could be saturated and leave in circulation dam aged RBC when a large volume of RBC is transfused. Such an assumption is supported by data showing that transfusion of more than five RCC leads to a decreased deformability of circulating RBC (81) . In the case of the labeling protocol, it has been shown that RBC stored for a long period are "primed" and more sensitive to an incubation in medium at 37°C (82) and may react differently when incubated in nonphysiological solutions used in certain labeling protocol. Also, the observa tion that transfusion recovery is reduced in recipients with a splenomegaly (4, 61, 83) strongly suggests that individual characteristics or a pathological condition in the recipient impacts the recovery and survival of transfused RBC, even in absence of alloantibodies. These technical differences between transfusion recovery studies in healthy volunteers and trans fusion of an anemic patient in a medical context suggest that available transfusion recovery data may not reflect transfusion efficacy in anemic recipients in some physiopathological con ditions. A better understanding of RBC clearance mechanisms is warranted and could be explored by conducting transfusion recovery studies. In doing so, an appropriate experimental design, considering the strengths, weaknesses of the avail able methods, should be selected. As such, antigen mismatch method appears to offer a number of theoretical advantages over the other methods but would ideally be coupled with a nonradioactive labeling method to evaluate the RBC volume in the recipient.
That some storage lesion markers correlate with transfusion recovery reinforces the potential relevance of these in vitro stud ies which may deliver clinically relevant information. However, in the current conditions of blood collection and processing, this correlation between transfusion recovery and storage lesion remains poorly explored. Identification of a marker that could predict transfusion recovery would be a valuable tool for transfu sion medicine and help to bridge the gap between storage lesion and the morbimortality studies. Future studies that evaluate transfusion recovery should be designed to include selected stor age lesion markers to verify potential correlations. Deformability intracellular AtP An inverse correlation between the intracellular content in ATP in the RCC and transfusion recovery has been reported in a number of studies (1, 7, 9, 44) . ATP content declines during long-term hypothermic incubation in a nonphysiological solution. This is probably at the root of most RBC alterations that accumulate during storage. Intracellular ATP quantification remains, however, difficult to standardize and allows evaluation of the RCC quality at a cell population rather than a single-cell level.
Morphology
At least two studies using the 51 Cr technique have shown that morphological modifications of RBC in a RCC do correlate with transfusion recovery. In the first study, the proportion of RBC with a discoid shape was positively correlated with transfusion recovery (16) , while in the second, the morphology index after rejuvenation correlated with recovery (20) . An evaluation of RBC morphology thus seems a good potential predictor of transfusion recovery provided that individual RBC shape can be categorized reliably. However, morphology analyses are low-throughput and operator-dependent making them difficult to standardize and implement. New technologies such as imaging flow cytometry may help circumvent this problem. We have recently identified a subpopulation of small spherocytic RBC that appears and expands during storage with wide variations between donors (68). This spherocytic shift could be a relevant marker as it readily identifies a subpopulation of RBC expected to be cleared rapidly after transfusion. However, direct evidence is lacking that small spherocytic RBC are prematurely cleared following transfusion, hence account for all or part of a suboptimal recovery.
Deformability
A recent study in patients with thalassemia showed that the increase in hemoglobin following transfusion was inversely correlated to the proportion of "less deformable" RBC in the RCC (57) . In this study, a cell flow analyzer (69) was used to measure the elongation index of individual RBC that adheres to a polystyrene slide. Deformability can also be evaluated by measuring an RBC elongation index using ektacytometry (70) . Both technologies have shown a decrease in RBC deformability during storage but the cell flow analyzer, although not commercially available has the advantage of measuring individual RBC elongation. In principle, the automated rheoscope and cell analyzer would provide interesting individual cell data on the evolution of RBC during storage.
Intensity and kinetics of this clearance depend on the proportion of altered RBC in an RCC and on the intensity of the alterations. In physiologic conditions, the spleen can process at least 20 ml of RBC per day. It is conceivable that its filtration capacity might be overwhelmed by the amount of damaged RBC transfused, potentially leaving in circulation RBC that should normally be removed.
spleen Filtration threshold
The spleenspecific filtration process can trigger the clearance of senescent or altered RBC based on the sensing of surface modifications, mechanical alterations, or a combination of both. Interendothelial slits in the spleen exert a stringent challenge on RBC and retain least deformable ones (74, 75) . Macrophages sense the shape and altered deformability of RBC and phago cytize them (76) . In hereditary spherocytosis, morphology and deformability of RBC are linked (77) , surface areatovolume ratio being the main major determinant of RBC ability to cross narrow interendothelial slits in the spleen (74, 78) . Ex vivo experiments with human spleens have confirmed the correlation between RBC retention in the spleen and the loss in projected and morphology, preferably at the individual RBC level, appear as key potential markers since both spleen physiology and historical transfusion recovery data identify them as potentially predictive of transfusion recovery.
In vitro studies have shown that marked RBC alterations appear and worsen during storage, but a paradox remains since clinical studies have not found correlations between using RCC stored for a short time (generally less than 7-10 days) and improved clinical outcome. This apparent discrepancy is a source of interrogation in the transfusion community. Clinical studies were appropriately designed to guide transfusion policy. The current conclusion is that there would be no benefit at keeping "fresh blood" for specific situations. The impact of studying storage "lesion" has been questioned as well as the medical relevance of cellular altera tions that do not translate into any negative outcome. Is storage "lesion" merely a misnomer, to be replaced advantageously by storage "changes"? This is not so sure yet. Many have argued that clinical studies did not assess the effect of transfusing RCC stored for more than 28 days, while storage lesion studies indicate that the extent of damage rapidly increases after 4 weeks of storage (84) . Furthermore, clinical studies were not designed to assess transfusion efficacy and particularly the influence of storage duration on transfusion recovery. On the other hand, in vitro studies of the storage lesion are not often correlated with in vivo recovery. In vitro studies of the storage lesion and clinical studies deliver complementary information while addressing different questions. Studies that explore both dimensions of knowledge are difficult to implement since their designs differ. Large safety studies collect simple data from many patients while transfusion recovery collects complex repetitive samples, which are analyzed using relatively sophisticated methods. The way forward is prob ably to setup ancillary recovery studies in the context of large safety trials.
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